
From: Hannah Heinzekehr hheinzek@nd.edu
Subject: Re: Permission to use Strategic Peacebuilding Path Graphic

Date: May 4, 2021 at 8:18 AM
To: Anne Hayner ahayner@nd.edu
Cc: Lunce, Jessica Jessica_Lunce1@baylor.edu

Hi Jessica,

Yes, thanks so much for your interest. You are welcome to use the graphic with the following attribution:

John Paul Lederach and Katie Mansfield. "Strategic Peacebuilding Pathways." Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies,
University of Notre Dame. 

Anne, that attribution information is included on the newer version of the wheel graphic, but you are right! That is not updated on the
web. Kristi is working on that now. 

Thanks,

Hannah

On Mon, May 3, 2021 at 9:38 PM Anne Hayner <ahayner@nd.edu> wrote:
Hello Jessica,

Thanks for checking, and happy you find the graphic useful!  I am copying our communications director, Hannah Heinzekehr, who
can correct or supplement my response. My understanding is that people are encouraged to use the graphic with attribution. That
said....

Hannah -- I wonder if it would be useful to say that explicitly on the website, along with instructions on how it should be credited --
just to the Kroc Institute, or specifically Katie Mansfield and John Paul Lederach (who developed it but are no longer at Kroc)?  I
also noticed that the high printable version of the wheel which is linked at the bottom of the page goes to the earlier version without
the blurred edges!

Anne

---
Anne Hayner
Associate Director for Alumni Relations
Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies
Keough School of Global Affairs
University of Notre Dame

cell: (574) 514-1483
email:  ahayner@nd.edu  

On Mon, May 3, 2021 at 9:12 PM Lunce, Jessica <Jessica_Lunce1@baylor.edu> wrote:
Good Evening Ms. Hayner,

My name is Jessica Lunce and I am a doctoral candidate at Baylor University
completing my dissertation in Learning and Organizational Change with a focus
on graduate student career outcomes after completing education in peace and
conflict studies. In my review of literature on peace and conflict studies education
and potential paths, I came across the Strategic Peacebuilding Path Graphic and
would like to include the visual in my dissertation with the Kroc Institute's
permission. Could you direct me to the individual that could review and possibly
grant this request? 

Thank you for your assistance!
Jessica 

JESSICA W. LUNCE, MADR

Doctoral Candidate, Ed.D.
Phone: 817-992-8866
Email: jessica_lunce1@baylor.edu
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Email: jessica_lunce1@baylor.edu

-- 
Hannah Heinzekehr
Communications Program Director
Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies
Keough School of Global Affairs
University of Notre Dame

I acknowledge my presence on the traditional homelands of Native peoples including the Haudenosauneega, Miami, Peoria, and particularly the 
Pokagon Potawatomi who have been using this land for education for thousands of years and continue to do so.

574-631-1808 (direct)

http://kroc.nd.edu
http://keough.nd.edu/

Follow the Kroc Institute on Facebook and Twitter. 
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